If V is a unitary transformation in a Hubert space, the convergence of the sequence of transformations {(l/w)]Cs=o^s} to a projection P has been established by von Neumann in his proof of the quasiergodic hypothesis.! Recently, the question of the existence of mean ergodic theorems in more general spaces than Hubert space has received attention. One is here concerned with a bounded linear transformation V of bound not greater than 1, that is, | V\ gl, defined over a Banach space 33, or more generally with a transformation V whose iterates V n , w = 0, 1, 2, • • • , (F° = I) are uniformly bounded: | V n \ ^K. The problem then is to characterize the spaces 33 for which the arithmetic means T n = (l/nJY'^In V s converge, and to examine the nature of the limiting transformation. The case S3 =L p > p>l y has been treated by F. Riesz.J Very recently, Garrett Birkhoff, considering transformations of bound not greater than 1, has extended Riesz' results to uniformly convex spaces. § Our Theorem 2 includes all these results as special cases. || The methods we use resemble closely at certain points those used in a Hubert space. The properties of reflexive spaces 1Ï to which appeal is made are simple and are examples of the elegant reciprocity relations which characterize those spaces (see, for instance, Theorem 1).
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The adjoint space of a space S3 is denoted by (58). The adjoint of * Presented to the Society, September 8,1939 . Abstracted in this Bulletin, abstract 45-7-270 (1939 (93)). The relation 93 c ( (93)) expresses the fact that a certain obvious isometric mapping carries 93 into a subset of ( (93)). If 93 = ( (93) , Ph = 0 if h z 5ft and for every ƒ £ 93, unique g z 3DÎ, h £ 5ft exist such that ƒ= g+h. Conversely, manifold pairs of the type just described generate a projection.f Let T be the adjoint of a b.l.t. T. Then it is known that | T\ = | T\. The principal result of this note will be proved with the assistance of the following theorem. Let 2ft be the c.l.m. of elements ƒ for which Vf=f. Then T n f =ƒ->ƒ. Let 9Î denote the c.l.m. spanned by elements of the form Vg-g, g arbitrary in 93. If ƒ e 91 and e>0 is arbitrary, then g, h e 93 may be found such that ƒ = Vg-g+h with \\h\\ ^e. Now
therefore ||r w /|| ^(2/w)i£||g||+i£e^2i£e providing n is sufficiently large. Thus r^Owhen/eSft. Now let ƒ e 2ft, g e 5ft; then ||/|| ^iq|/+g||. This follows from | T n \ SK and T n (f+g)->f. As a consequence the only element common to 9ft and 91 is 0. In addition, the totality of elements of the form f+g is a c.l.m. which will be designated by 2ft-f-2t. The strong limit of T n exists in this c.l.m. and is a b.l.t. P of bound \P\ ^-K. Clearly P 2 -P in 2ft-f-5ft. To complete the proof, it must be shown that 2ft+5ft = 93. This equation will be established with the aid of the assumption, not employed up to this point, that 93 is reflexive.
If V is the adjoint of F, then V n = JW) and I "F n | ^ iC.JThus what has just been established for V may be elaborated for V. Let (3ft) and (5ft) denote the manifolds found for F by the method just applied to V. Applying Theorem 1 to the transformations V-I and V-1 = W=T), we have (9ft) = 5ft x , (5ft) =2ft
x . If ƒ e 93 but ƒ < 2ft+5ft, there exists an F e (93) such that Ff = 1, Fg = 0 for g e 2ft+^-Henc^ ^-LSft, F±% or Ft 9ft x = (5ft), Ft 5ft x = (9ft). As (2ft) and (5ft) have onlyJthe element 0 in common, F = 0, which contradicts Ff=l. Thus 9K+5ft =93.
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